MnM Minutes CC 20211013

Logistics

Time:
Every 2 weeks on Wednesday at 3:00 PM ET

Web Meeting Link:
https://hl7-org.zoom.us/j/92869048638?pwd=UHlGM0VXNnSBcUVTSCsrYy9hbnJ2UT09

Agenda

- Approve Previous Minutes
- Review PSSes
- FHIR IG Publication Tooling Process
- Tracker Items
- UTG Issue Review

Attendees

- Jean Duteau (chair, had to leave after Jira #30877)
- Ron Shapiro (scribe, chair after Jean left)
- Grahame Grieve
- Lloyd McKenzie
- AbdullMalik Shakir

Approve Previous Minutes

- Minutes to Prior Meeting on 2021-09-29 approved by General Consent

Review PSSes

- Project Proposals Home
- MnM does not need to participate or be involved in the recently created PSSes
  - PSS-1882 - Develop FHIR IGs for interoperable representation and exchange of ICHOM health-outcomes measurement sets
    - ACCEPTED
  - PSS-1874 - Extended RBC phenotyping-genotyping FHIR IG
    - ACCEPTED
  - PSS-1870 - CodeX Radiation Therapy Treatment Data
    - ACCEPTED

FHIR IG Publication Tooling Process

- https://chat.fhir.org/#narrow/stream/196008-ig-publishing.20requirements/topic/Publisher.20-26.20template.20change.20process
- No feedback from MnM at this time

Tracker Items

- FHIR-31421 - Add a new null flavor - prefer not to answer
  - RESOLVED - NO CHANGE
  - Will solicit feedback from submitter
- FHIR-30877 - Unclear guidance on constraining CodeableReference.reference
  - APPLIED
  - Persuasive: Grahame/Ron: 4-0-0
- FHIR-34084 - Need methodology around avoiding breaking changes in normative resources
  - RESOLVED - CHANGE REQUIRED
  - May need to set aside some time on our calls to work on this.
  - Created a Confluence page (in the FHIR space) to document this: Mitigating Breaking Changes
  - Work on the Mitigating Breaking Changes confluence page – see
- FHIR-34084 - Need methodology around avoiding breaking changes in normative resources
  - RESOLVED - CHANGE REQUIRED

UTG Issue Review
• https://jira.hl7.org/issues/ (all unresolved) or https://jira.hl7.org/issues/ (unresolved in consensus review status)
• No issues to report from AMS.

Adjournment

• 4:00 PM ET